
Excavator
Couplers

Eleven industry-leading brands with one 
united purpose...To make the world’s 
most powerful attachment tools.

Paladin Attachments
is your one-stop-shop for 
maximum productivity.

2800 Zeeb Road
Dexter, MI  48130

800-456-7100
www.paladinattachments.com
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WHY SHOULD YOU BUY A  
JRB EXCAVATOR COUPLER?

Increased Excavator Productivity

JRB’s range of excavator couplers provides 
the versatility needed to get the most  
productivity out of an excavator. Spend 
less time changing attachments and get 
the job done faster.

Easy to Install

Machine model specific install kits and 
manuals that keep installation time to a 
minimum.

Installation Services

Paladin’s CustomWorks facilities are  
located close to excavator facilities and 
stand ready to install couplers on new 
excavators, so that they arrive at your lot 
ready to work. 
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POWERLATCH™
Hydraulic twin locking multi-pin grabber coupler suitable for 8T to 45T excavators

The PowerLatch™ Coupler transforms your  
excavator from a digging machine to a multi-tooled 
carrier, ideal for performing versatile operations from 
the comfort and safety of your cab.

HIGH STRENGTH  
CAST DESIGN

Delivers exceptional high 
strength performance

Dual ABS independent back 
up system for quick, safe 

attachment changes

Pick up attachments  
within the same size class  

regardless of the OEM make

Cast lifting eye located in 
the center of the coupler 

for maximum strength and 
lifting capacity

Work in either backhoe or 
face shovel mode

TWIN-LOCK UNIVERSAL  
CONNECTIVITY

LIFTING EYE VERSATILE OPERATION

Designed to Perform
The PowerLatch™ coupler allows 
you to eliminate extra equipment 
on your job site as the multi-pin 
grabber design allows you to easily 
pick up and swap the widest range 
of OEM attachments.

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING EXCAVATOR SIZES

2T 3T 5T 8T 12T 15T 20T 25T 27T 35T 45T
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POWERLATCH™ TILT
Hydraulic twin locking tilting quick coupler suitable for 8T to 20T excavators

The PowerLatch™ Tilt Coupler combines the  
versatility of the PowerLatch multi-pin grabber coupler 
with the ability to tilt the attachment a full 90° in each 
direction allowing you to reach more places in less time 
and with less repositioning. 

180° TILT

Achieve more from  
your excavator without  

repositioning

Dual ABS independent back 
up system for quick, safe 

attachment changes

TWIN-LOCK

Pick up attachments  
within the same size class  

regardless of the OEM make

UNIVERSAL  
CONNECTIVITY

No maintenance, sealed 
actuator keeps coupler 

working longer

LOW MAINTENANCE

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING EXCAVATOR SIZES 

2T 3T 5T 8T 12T 15T 20T 25T 27T 35T 45T

Performance From  
Every Angle
The move from a standard fixed 
quick coupler to a tilt coupler is 
nothing short of a complete  
revolution in machine productivity 
and performance. 

180°
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SMARTLOC®

Hydraulic Dedicated Pin Grabber Coupler suitable for 8T to 45T excavators

The SmartLoc® Coupler offers flexibility and value 
when using attachments intended for a specific 
machine. It is optimized to fit a single machine model 
based on the pin spread, pin diameter, and machine 
geometry.  

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING EXCAVATOR SIZES

2T 3T 5T 8T 12T 15T 20T 25T 27T 35T 45T

Dedicated  
Performance
The SmartLoc Coupler is one 
of the most reliable, time-tested 
couplers in the industry. Its unique 
wedge design features effortless 
tool changes from the cab. 

WEDGE LOCKING  
SYSTEM

Adjusts for wear keeping a 
tight connection

Designed specifically for 
the designated excavator’s 
attachments for a firm fit

OPTIMIZED FIT

Maintains short vertical off-
set to deliver max breakout 

force

LOW PROFILE
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QUICK HITCH™
Mechanical coupler suitable for 2T to 12T excavators

The Quick Hitch™ Coupler provides a simple and 
reliable means of adding versatility to your excavator. 

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING EXCAVATOR SIZES

2T 3T 5T 8T 12T 15T 20T 25T 27T 35T 45T

PALADIN OFFERS A FULL RANGE
OF EXCAVATOR ATTACHMENTS
Thumbs
Tackle tough material handling  
jobs with Paladin Main Pin and  
Progressive Link thumbs

and More...
Delivering specialized solutions to enhance your excavators, CustomWorks can help standard machines tackle the 
most rugged applications. CustomWorks can modify your newly purchased or current equipment at one of four  
 convenient locations, or ship the necessary parts and kits directly to the dealership.

Buckets
Unearth the value that Paladin’s line 
of Excavator Buckets can deliver

Breakers
Demolish concrete and rock with 
Paladin’s StrikeForce breakers.
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Eleven industry-leading brands with one united purpose...
To make the world’s most powerful attachment tools.
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